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A Crime story-cum-activity book  

What would you do if the world disappeared overnight? Would you just re-invent it all? Might 
you even make some things a bit better? Then this is the book for you. But watch out! You’ll find 
tricky puzzles, mean villains and big obstacles to overcome. For an unknown person is up to no 
good. He’s a master at setting traps and leaves his tracks everywhere he goes. 

Can you and your new friend stop this baddie and solve his puzzles? It’s the start of a thrilling 
chase! Innovative combination of children’s crime novel and activity book. 

• Solve the puzzles and crack the codes: can you catch the criminal? 

• New genre offers children space to create unlimited fantasy worlds 
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Yet again, it’s raining cats and dogs. For hours now, I’ve been sitting silently in my hidey-hole on 
the desk in the glow of the lamp, waiting for the right moment. Now it has arrived: we’re just a 
few centimetres apart. We stare one another straight in the eye. I pause briefly in order to 
savour this special moment before doing what a police chief has to do. Loudly and firmly I say 
the three magic words: 

 

YOU’RE UNDER ARREST! 

 

The egg salad sandwich in my hand stares blankly at me and offers no resistance as I take it into 
custody. Oh, it’s so dreary here!! 

I have spent years working as the fountain pen of a crime novelist. Mine is a thrilling, 
adrenaline-fuelled, action-packed life. Normally, at any rate. But she’s been on holiday  for 
weeks now, and there’s nothing going on. No crimes to solve. Absolutely nothing happening at 
all. Just these boring piles of paperwork. From dawn to dusk. It’s enough to drive me to despair. 
I want to experience something! 

If nothing’s happening, then you have to make something happen. I heave my rusty bones off the 
paper and spend a good long while stretching all my creaky bits. Then I take a run-up and kick 
the pencil case off the desk. It lands on the ground with a weary OOF! 

What now? Now the pencil case is lying on the floor, and there’s still nothing happening. Oh 
great. If someone were here, I could force ask them nicely to pick it up again. And to keep me 
company. I know! I need a NUMBER TWO, like every police chief! Always having to solve crimes 
on your own is pants. 

I jump off the desk, land lightly next to the pencil case, and have a scout around. Perhaps my 
NUMBER TWO might be lurking down here in the shadows. Somewhere. 

I’ll just turn the page. Perhaps there’ll be someone there.  

Hello? 

No. Nobody’s there. Or are they? Hang on a moment. 

False alarm. Thought I heard something. Not a peep from the pencil case, either. Are my mates 
inside all unconscious or something? It did land with a bump. But one of them could still have 
been my NUMBER TWO.  

Maybe later. When they come to. And if they aren’t too cross with me … 

WOAH, what’s THAT?! Huge eyes staring at me? 

Ooh. Exciting. Something’s finally happening. Maybe it’s a baddie! 
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What if it’s a horrid ink eraser?! Stay cool, His Nibs. Be calm. 

Urgh, it’s still there. Just a minute. I know what it is. It’s a child! Oh wow, I don’t believe my luck. 

Um, HELLO! 

I don’t suppose YOU fancy working with me? That is to say: for me? 

My name is His Nibs the Fountain Pen. But you can call me “Chief Inspector Nibs”, because I’m a 
crime pen. I write thrillers. Or, rather, I used to write thrillers. But I’m in a bit of a slump at the 
moment. It’s awful. 

There’s not enough going on here. I need a case to solve. Sitting around and doing nothing isn’t 
my cup of tea. I want adventure and mean, horrible baddies. Loads of them! You need to help 
me! 

What: you don’t want to?! Hmm. Perhaps I can convince you to change your mind… 

I’ve got something for you, you see. Down there, under the table. A kind of superpower device. 
You use it to do pretty  much anything. 

Hang on a moment. I’ve got an idea. 

TADAAAAAA 

And don’t start with all that stuff about: “Nibs, you’re an expert in crime. You can do all that on 
your own!” No. No. A real chief inspector never gets his own hands dirty: he always has 
someone to deal with the paperwork. And I reckon YOU are just the person for the job! That’s 
what my spider-senses are telling me. In any case, it’s much more fun to do it together. YOU are 
now my NUMBER TWO! 

You’re presumably now wondering what being my NUMBER TWO consists of. It’s quite 
straightforward. You have two tasks. Number one: you do everything I tell you. And number 
two: go and fetch a pencil. Now. I can’t let you have this one, as it’s the demonstration model.  

I’ll show you how brilliant this superpower device is for work. It’s not just for scribbling: it does 
loads of things! 

Not too heavy. 

 
Solid material. 

Sits perfectly in your hand. 

This bit at the top is the daaaaaangerous bit. You need to be jolly careful not to poke your eye 
with it. 

And yummmm: I like the softer end. You can chew on it when you’re anxious. It’s the perfect 
soothing device. 
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It’s the most fantastic multifunctional thing. It even bends!! 

Oh. Um. Oops. Never mind. These things happen. The long bit’s still very useable: I’ll quickly 
stick it back in the pencil case. Stick a sponge over it. As for the stub: hmm. 

I’ve got it. You can try it out straight away! Draw me a waste-paper bin, and I can throw the stub 
into it. 

It worked! Fantastic. That’s how we’re going to do it throughout the book. Wherever you find 
white gaps, you have to fill them in. Your work is super-important. That’s the only way we’re 
going to catch the crook and solve our case. 

Now you’re presumably wondering which case on Earth we’re planning to solve, aren’t you? 
Well. Listen. I’ve heard a rumour that there’s a dastardly Ink Eraser doing his worst hereabouts. 
A gigantic, hideous eraser who - for completely mysterious reasons - is dead set on getting his 
revenge on anything to do with ink. I don’t like the sound of this.  

I could have arrested him on my own aaaaages ago. Obviously. Goes without saying. But now 
YOU have finally arrived - so let’s get stuck in together to catch the villain! 100 percent 
adventure, 100 percent fun, and zero percent boredom. How does that sound? 

Ok 

Great 

Absolutely brilliant! 

Excellent. I thought that’s what you’d say. 

Draw me a door here, and let’s get started! 

We set off before daybreak to try to catch the Ink Eraser. I boldly take the first step on the path 
… the path … the 

[Pen] Hey, NUMBER TWO, what do you think you're doing? YOU've got to draw in the path, 
otherwise I'm going to sink into nothingness. I want to solve a case, not become a medical case! 

The worse it is, the better it is. That applies to the weather just as much as it applies to baddies. 
Nothing says "crime-solving adventure" more than puddles and grey rain pelting down 
endlessly. There's nothing else that gets us in the mood in quite the same way. So come on: draw 
me a great big downpour. 

I have such a thirst for action that I could tear the trees from the ground. If only there were 
some trees … NUMBER TWO! Draw me in a couple. And, as always, with spooky shadows behind 
them. 

NUMBER TWO: Go on - write "crack" in the speech bubble. 

CRACK 

Psst, DID YOU HEAR THAT??? 
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I heard something crackling! OH NO!!! Was it the Ink Eraser? Do you know what Ink Erasers 
are? It’s true to say that I’ve never seen one, but they are my arch enemies!! Horrible things, 
they are. They erase ink!!! With their huge hands! You have to beware of them! 

If I get my hands on HIM … But oh no! We're not going anywhere. An abyss! This path is just my 
cup of tea. The waters down below are full of snakes, piranhas and other unsavoury creatures. 
Perhaps YOU would be kind enough to draw them in for me? 

[PEN] Fab! But how are we going to get across? We need a wobbly suspension bridge! 

There are perils lurking on the other side, too. Just look at that! The meadow is full of extremely 
horrible carnivorous plants. That grim cloud on the horizon looks very interesting indeed. And 
then, suddenly, there's a soft whimpering sound close by … 

[PEN] Can you hear it? Sounds suspiciously like the scene of a crime. Or like the dreaded Ink 
Eraser. You go ahead and attract his attention. I'll creep up on him from behind, and then I'll nab 
the crook!! 

Like a danger-loving police chief gone mad, I throw myself boldly upon the suspect. 

[PEN] Hands up - you're under arrest!! 

[PEN] Oh - you're rather small. I'd imagined the Ink Eraser to be rather different. Show me your 
hands! 

[PEN] Um, he doesn't have a NUMBER TWO. Draw one in for him. 

He has appeared as if from nowhere. Funny little chap. He looks completely harmless at first 
sight, though looks can deceive. I'll give him a bit of a grilling. 

[PEN] Where do you come from? 

[CREATURE] From THERE. 

[PEN] And why were you crying?  

[CREATURE] Here I am, a newborn, and I have to put up with all this beastliness. So I run away, 
and then YOU launch an attack on me! It doesn't matter where I come from: everywhere's 
rubbish. 

[PEN] Hey, little one, what are you, then? Surely you're not the Ink Eraser?  

[CREATURE] What? I don't know. Can you help me? I have no idea where I'm going. 

[PEN] Hmm. Just let me think. 

[PEN] I’m sorry. I didn't intend to upset you. We're detectives on the hunt for a case. We thought 
you were the Ink Eraser or some other baddie.  
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[CREATURE] Eh?? 

[PEN] You know - a meanie who only thinks of himself and is bad through and through. 

[CREATURE] I know someone like that! 

Ker-ching! I’ve gone all tingly behind my broken clip. This is starting to sound seriously 
promising. 

[PEN] Great. Lead us to him, and we’ll take him to task and interrogate him! 

[CREATURE] NO WAY! He’s a monster! 

In any case, I ran away SO quickly that I have no idea which way I was going. Can’t I stay with 
you? That sounds much more fun. 

[PEN] I’m afraid not. We really have to get on with our crime-solving. But NUMBER TWO can 
draw a nice little house for you to live in. How does that sound? 

[CREATURE] Um, nooo. 

[CREATURE] Can’t I have something like the thing your NUMBER TWO has got? 

[PEN] You mean a pencil?  

Come on, NUMBER TWO: it’s your turn! 

Together with YOU, the Ink Eraser little creature tries out the pencil and draws a: 

[CREATURE] Oh cool. I like it. 

[CREATURE] Have you got any more of these? For the others? 

[PEN] Which others?? 

[CREATURE] Well, I’m not alone - there are a few more like me. Look behind you! 

Oh wow. There are loads of them! Now this is becoming a bit tricky. If they start talking us to 
death, we can forget about the Ink Eraser. There’s only one thing for it: to escape as quickly as 
possible. What do you reckon, NUMBER TWO? Either: 

We should really help them, although we’ve got better things to do. 

We have no choice but to help them, because they urgently need our help. 

Oh, okay then, I give in. I don’t mind helping. But the sudden appearance of an entire army of 
them makes me suspicious: there’s something not right about it. I’ll sound the little creatures 
out a bit more. That will work best if they’re distracted. NUMBER TWO, you go and hand out a 
few pencils and show them all what they can do with them! 
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[PEN] And we’ll draw in a few items of clothing to keep you warm. What do you prefer: spots or 
stripes?  

[CREATURES] Stripes! Glasses! Dresses! Caps! Hats! Shirts! 

 


